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Walking Tour

1. Avard Fairbanks, George Washington
2. Travis Tuck, GW Uathrooms
3. Avard Fairbanks, George Washington
4. Alexander and Igor Bourganov, Alexander Pushkin
5. Wilveria Clark, Carnivool Elephant / Justine Walden, Black and White and Read All Over
6. River Horse (Hippo)
7. Jean Antoine Houdon, George Washington
8. Ben Cabot, Hawk on a Granite Post
9. John Safer, Limits of Infinity III
10. Sam Martin, Joyce
11. Joe Mooney, Ubiquity
12. Arthur Carter, Suffering
13. Chris Gardner, Remember, Stick Together
14. John Safer, Golden Spill
15. George Washington
16. Avard Fairbanks, George Washington
17. Avard Fairbanks, George Washington
18. Rudolph Heinze, Ascension (GW Virginia Campus)
19. Dorothy Williamson Clock Tower, MVC
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